






Overall result. The higher the 
number the better. 9 is world 

class, -9 is shocking.

ANY negative result means 
reward has failed to cancel out 

friction

Total friction. You want as little of 
this as possible, so a minus friction is 
good, it means it’s relatively easy to 

get to your good stuff.

Reward. You want loads of this. 
Nationwide here are delivering 
lots to this particular uncrowd.
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DATA POINT
Look at the scores for this uncrowd between NBS and Monzo.
Reward of 2.28 and 2.72 are broadly the same. So these trending more 
traditional customers are perceiving similar advantage from both accounts.

But look at the Friction. At -2.27 the Monzo account is tantalisingly easy to 
open and switch to.

This uncrowd segment is therefore likely to stay with you, or continue to 
come to you for longer than, say, uncrowd 5 but once they cotton on to just 
how easy it is to switch or even to open a Monzo as a second account, then 
that is when the risk of a waterfall of churn rockets up.



RED = friction
BLUE = reward

Left hand = bad
Right hand = good



Click bars to keep 
labels on or off.



Scroll down to see 
‘reward’ sets



Here is where you will select 
different data sources, missions, 

uncrowd segments, AI 
recommendations and where 
you’ll model impact of change



These sliders move the results for a 
number of variables together.

Hover over the slider to see which 
bars will shift.

In platform – users can easily build and 
name their own sets of sliders



A massive slather of special sauce is 
our developing AI that adjusts all the 
sliders to best suit a particular aim.




